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CamStudio is capable of recording all the screens and audio activities on your computer and creating industry-standard AVI video files and using its built-in SWF Manufacturer can turn these AVIs into lean, medium, bandwidth streaming video (SWFs) Here are just a few ways you can use
this software: Can you use it to create demo videos for any software or how to create a video set answering your most frequently asked questions? You can create video tutorials for a school or college class you can use it to record repetitive computer problems so you can show the
technical support of people you can use it to create video information products that you can sell you can even use it to record new tricks and techniques that you discover on your favorite program before you forget they don't like the sound of your voice? No problem. CamStudio can also
add high-quality, anti-aliased (no jagged edges) signatures to your entries in seconds and with the unique video annotation feature you can even personalize your videos, including a webcam movie of yourself picture in a picture on your desktop. And if all that wasn't enough, CamStudio
also comes with its own Lossless Codec, which produces crystal-clear results with much smaller file-change compared to other, more popular codecs like Microsoft Video 1. You have complete control over the output of your video: you can use custom cursors, to record the entire screen or
just its section and can reduce or increase the quality of recording depending on if you want less video (for email for people, for example), or you can have better quality ones for burning on CD/DVD. But all these features would be useless if CamStudio was not easy to use... fortunately, this
is not the case. CamStudio can be found out in minutes and comes with a comprehensive built-in helpfile, so if you manage to get stuck, you can just hit Help and get the answers you need. What's new: Added mirror downloads for the portable version View more screenshots CamStudio is
a simple, easy-to-use tool to record activity on the desktop screen. The software comes with basic features that you need to make your videos the way you want them. Customized video quality settings mean you can keep the file size manageable for longer sessions, while the area
selection tool lets you choose which parts of the screen you want to record. You can even record a custom soundtrack to capture the screen. If you're looking for annotation tools, you can add cursor tracking, high-quality signature text, or even your own video annotation; Effective and
inserting a webcam movie about yourself directly into the video file. Pros: You can choose parts of the screen to record, THE SWF CONVERTor included. Cons: Lack of advanced features, basic interface, lack of support. Conclusion: Although the program does not include many of the
features that you will find in high-quality video software, the software, It includes an easy-to-use format and a brand new effects menu. If you're looking for a solid recording device, an intuitive layout, and the ability to annotate video with comments and a time stamp, then this freebie offers a
decent solution for most video needs. Lack of suite editing or options for splicing and dicing your movie can cause problems with the professional level of work, but the ability to record with sound, highlight the cursor path and automatically pan during recording sessions will prove enough for
those looking for a quick and easy option to create a video. CamStudio records screen activity from the Windows desktop to standard AVI movie files. It is the perfect video development tool to showcase the features of new software or any other task that requires desktop capture activity.
The program is easy to use and you can choose an area or a full desktop to record. You can set up the video... More Other languages Look for similar items in the Video category of the video this product is also listed in: Other CamStudio Feedback can record all the screens and audio
activities on your computer and create standard AVI video files and using the built-in SWF manufacturer can turn these AVIs into bandwidth-friendly streaming flash videos (SWFs). CamStudio can be very helpful if you want to share your explanations or if you want to show someone how to
do something with a computer. Creating demo videos for any software is very easy, you only have to click on the record and then do what you have to do when you're done, click the stop button and the file will be saved according to the parameters you set. Finally, choose the output quality
and size of the video. I've been using version 2.0 for a long time, but I decided to give the new version a try. I don't like the adware concept, so I went to the developer's website forum to see what types of comments were made. I then came across the fact that there is a recent build (2.7.2
r316, while the newest 326) that is available in zip format, and I went for it right away. You can get it here. there was no publicity at all. The quick test I was working fine. It was about 50 seconds and saved in avi format. I got some stuff off my desktop, but then I went to YouTube and was
actually able to record videos without problems at all. I installed CamStudio to record with my microphone, and at the end the quality was very good. The only problem is that the output of the file was huge! More than 1GB in 50 seconds!!!! However, I then converted it to mp4 with WinFF,
and it got it down to about 2mb - what a difference. There's got to be redundancy in the movie avi, because the subjective impression of the version of mp4 looked just as good as the giant version of avi. Then, just for the heck of it, I decided to take a look at the latest version (build r326). In
short, the only superfluous he asked for was - I think - Opera, but it was clearly marked and I just clicked no thank you or what he said. The installation worked perfectly on my 32-bit victory XP machine. A brief test I didn't work on, though. I basically tried to do what I described above, but I
used the mp4 option. For some reason, it didn't work; I received an error message that the conversion module could not be launched. To be honest, I didn't care to find out why not, and just didn't stall the program - a process that was both fast and, as far as I could see, clean. I haven't run
CCleaner yet, but I'll be interested to see if any garbage has been left. Final verdict: I'm going to save a 316 build on my computer and plan to try it out on my 64-bit Win 7 machine, too. I don't use screen capture very often, but this tool seems handy to have. The old 2.0 works fine, but the
video quality in the new version was better. As for the inner capacity of mp4, I don't need it. There are enough conversion tools around. Download the free and open source CamStudio voice recorder is able to record all the screens and audio activities on your computer and create industry-
standard AVI video files and with the help of the built-in SWF Manufacturer can turn these AVIs into lean, medium, Bandwidth Friendly Streaming Flash Video (SWFs) Additional infoWindows XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10 Back Old versions of CamStudioApp is safeScanned
Google VirusTotal Last Scan for 2019-12-02 15:1 1:02 UTC Virus Scanning App Report Was Reported Safe After Scanning 68 Certified Virus Scanners via Google VirusTotal Additional InformationMD5SHA256SHA1File
typeMagice504d923df6843fd8315df11ab605b16e205d2ebd260b323b6b6ae911e6a8ad028426a0979bcd256bfaa1e6425090a999990c5fb d9df7864ff91a5f31f969a023743e2aWin32 EXEPE32 performed for MS Windows (GUI) Intel 80386 32-bit Read more scan report on VirusTotal... Back
Rate App Back All Rights Reserved for Downzen 2020 © You can now download CamStudio 2.7 from the main page of CamStudio. Please refer to this forum post for more information about bugfixes and new features, as well as CamStudio's future. CamStudio is a software that rotates all
images and audio activities on a computer screen and then exports to the format. CamStudio also has SWF Manufacturer a built-in video conversion tool to AVI into a more convenient SWF format (Streaming Flash Video). Record a video on a computer screen. You can use Cam Studio to
create videos about any software or program on your computer. It's even possible to stream games, images, and sounds brightly. Create a set to answer various questions. Create a video tutorial for classroom learning. Use CamStudio to remove the bug on your computer and then send it
to a specialist for help. Creating information products on a video platform for sales, advertising, advertising, Spin new tricks and techniques that you just discovered from your favorite storage software or share with your friends. As mentioned above, camstudio is not just a video recording
software, CamStudio can record any image and sound from a computer screen. In case you don't like your voice appearing in the video, don't worry. CamStudio can add signatures to the screen to illustrate the video. You can even set up a video by eating a webcam in Picture in Picture
mode (2 screens are displayed simultaneously on your desktop). And yet, CamStudio also integrates its own Lossless Codec to produce clear audio, compact video files compared to many other popular codecs such as Microsoft Video 1. You have complete control over the video coming
out of CamStudio using a cursor, can record a full screen or just a part, increase or reduce the quality of film shooting for a more compact video, making it easy to upload to websites, embed in blogs or send an email. If you want to record a CD or DVD, choose a video of optimal quality.
CamStudio is a very easy-to-use screen recording tool. You can get to know Cam Studio in just a few minutes, and there's a help file for help before you start recording a video screen with this tool. Click help when you need it. CamStudio is an open source project, so it will be made
completely free of charge to users. Instructions for recording a computer's video screen with CamStudio After successfully installing the program, you activate the program. The main interface of the program, which is very similar to media Player programs, will be opened. The main interface
of the program consists of a number of nodes. Record: This is the first red round button in a row. The program will start recording the screen when pressed on this button. Pause: This is the next node in the node sequence. While recording the screen, if you want to pause because of
different points, you can press this button to pause the recording. Stop: When you finish recording, you can press this button to start saving shots. Switch view: Used to customize the program's main interface. Clicking here will help reduce the tray program. Screen annotations: Click here,
you will be given a list of dialog bubbles (often seen in comics), you can choose a dialog bubble and fill in the compatibility content used for annotation in the video (if desired). Record on Flash/AVI: By default, after recording and saving the video, the program will save the video in THE avi
format. However, if you want, you can save the video in Flash format (swf), which will make the video capacity smaller, and easy to share the content of the video over the Internet. The next thing you need to pay attention to is to set up some options for Depending on the goal, you can set
different options. The following article asks for a first-hand guide to the important settings you need in Use. Video frame size: You can set the frame size by returning to the screen by clicking on the Region in the program interface. There are 3 different options to choose from. Region: This
option will allow you to set the frame size yourself. For example, if you go back to the video to show you what's on the software part, you created a frame to match the window of that software without having to shoot the entire screen. This will make the video file that you export no heavier
than you need (because the bigger the frame, the heavier the file capacity). Once you've installed this option, click the Record button to start recording the screen. You see a single-handle icon that lets you drag your mouse to get around the area you want to write down. After dragging the
mouse to get around the area, the program will start recording all the activities in the area you've surrounded. Once the recording is complete, click The Stop button to save the footage that has just been recorded. Fixed Region: With this option, you will be allowed to install a fixed-area
frame. Depending on the target, you can set the width of the frame. As with the above-mentioned Region option, you can also drag the mouse to get around the recording area by clicking on the Select button in the fixed region window. Once you've circled the area to record, click OK to
close the fixed region window and click the Record button to start recording. Full screen: With this option, the program will automatically rotate all the action on the screen without a zone or select any area. Your job is simply to press the entry button for the program to start recording. Once
you have set the size required to record, you should pay extra attention to some things, so the image quality in the video file is good. On the main interface of the program, click options to show the list of options. Here are a few options to look out for: Video Options: This option will help you
customize information related to the quality of your images. Once you click on this option, you'll see the Video Settings window. Here you just need to pay attention to two questions: The quality: image quality when shooting. If you adjust the quality as high as possible, the better the image
quality, but it will also make the capacity of the video file at the time of release will also be very large. So you should only choose the quality of about 70-75. Framerate: This is the speed of the program. With the Auto Ajust option, you should leave this option alone and drag the slider to the
Max Framerate level, which will make the recording look smoother. Cursor Options: During the recording, if you want to display or hide a mouse pointer, it can be installed in this option. Once this option is selected, the Cursor Options window is displayed. If you want to hide your mouse
pointer while recording, check the Hide Cusor option. Conversely, in Shaw's option There are 3 different options. If you want to display the current mouse pointer while recording, you're checking the Use the actual Cusor option. If you want to use a different cursor provided by the program,



check the Use custom cursor option and select the cursor icon in the program's mouse pointer list. Conversely, if you want to use another cursor icon among the cursors you have on your computer, then you choose to use Cursor from the file and click View to select the cursor icon to use.
In case you want to record audio while recording, your computer should be equipped with a phone microphone. These are things you can easily explore further while using. In addition to the back function that works on the screen, CamStudio also has a feature that converts the file format
from AVI to SWF, and will create an HTML file containing this Flash segment, after changing the format, you can download an HTML file for the host to share the video with friends over the Internet. To use this feature on the main interface of the program, you'll click on the tools of the
manufacturers' SWF (Transforming AVI in Flash). Once you click on it, the SWF Producers window will be shown. Click on the blue C-shaped icon to select the AVI file to change the format. Once you select the file to be changed, the Flash Conversion window will appear to customize the
additional information for the flash file that will be created. Here you can choose which way to save flash files (swf files) and HTML files. According to Video Properties, you can select 16 bits or 32 bits for the color of the Flash file to be created. Once you've identified the necessary options,
you click OK to start the conversion process. The result is a Flash file with 1 HTML file. You only need to upload these 2 files to the server to share your videos with your friends over the Internet. In short, CamStudio is a program with powerful features to record activity on its screen. And yet,
if you're a programmer, or a full-discoverer enthusiast, you can download the program's source code so you can discover and know where to fix it and get more powerful features. The above is necessary and basic information, so you can go back to all the activities on the screen, like using
a professional camera. Now, with CamStudio, perhaps what you need a forum on your computer will become much faster, easier and easier to understand. A lot.
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